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1 P REFACE
research2guidance is a specialist research organization that focuses on providing insights
into mobile market developments. Our aspiration is to provide business leaders with
guidance and a fact-base that will assist them in better understanding the most important
trends shaping mobile markets today.
This report concentrates on the mobile health (mHealth) market, examining the impact of
emerging trends and developments on the market.
To access additional research documents on the smartphone applications market, please
visit http://www.research2guidance.com/. research2guidance offers different content and
format options to provide you with the information that you need.
A. Reports: Our reports explore the major trends and developments affecting the
market in detail. Separate research papers cover both the entire market, as well as
concentrating on specific parts of it. The reports contain key insights for companies
looking to enter or deepen their engagement in the mobile applications market,
providing data and analysis on all relevant aspects of the market to ease investment
decision-making.
B. Ready-to-use results (1-50 Power Point pages): Take advantage of our broad
selection of Power Point presentation slides by selecting specific content that can
easily be downloaded and incorporated into your presentations.
C. Research projects: Projects are tailored specifically to address your mobile
application market information needs. Examples of projects include: developer
surveys, mobile application strategy definition, and competitor and country analysis.
As with all research2guidance projects, the research behind these reports has not been
commissioned or sponsored in any way by any business, government, or other institution.

research2guidance
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The smartphone mHealth applications landscape

3.1 G ENERAL

HEALTHCARE

&

14

FITNESS

Numbers of applications in the app stores demonstrate that the highest interest from
developers is in two groups: general tracking tools and fitness/nutrition applications. These
applications target private people with an interest in healthcare or their own health. Two
other groups of applications, those designed for managing medical conditions and those for
assisting with compliance, are far less frequent and address both healthcare interested
people and patients. Group boundaries are not fixed, however, as many applications in this
category demonstrate features typical of more than one category.
T ABLE 3: G ENERAL HEALTHCARE AND FITNESS APPLICATION METRICS
Health
tracking tools

Criteria

Managing medical Medication
conditions
compliance

Fitness and
nutrition

Wellness

Number of apps
Target group
Caregivers
Healthcare interested



Chronically ill
Acute sickness
Doctors
Medical students
Nurses
Pharmacists
Healthcare
administration

$$

Price range

3.1.1 H EALTH

TRACKING TOOLS

The largest sub-group in the mHealth market is comprised of health tracking tools. Such
applications typically target healthcare interested people. Simple limited functionality
applications are usually free of charge, whereas more sophisticated solutions are typically
sold for as much as US$ XX-US$ XX.
Primary use-cases:






Allow individuals to track weight, calories, food intake, and fitness activity.
Provide nutritional information, such as amount of calories in fast-food meals or
calories burned during a specific exercise routine.
Calculate the impact of physical activities or food consumption.
Allow manual input and graphic display of monitoring results.
Provide location based information about restaurants and cafés.

Example: MyPersonalDiet (VidaOne Inc.)
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4 A BOUT RESEARCH 2 GUIDANCE
research2guidance is a market intelligence and consultancy company specializing in the
mobile apps market.

O UR

SERVICE OFFERINGS






O UR

Reports and PowerPoint slide-sets: market insights on selected topics
Bespoke research: custom-made research for your individual needs
Knowledge center: a subscription to a wealth of data, analysis, profiles, and daily
news and opinion
Consulting services: projects tailored to assist you in developing your mobile
strategy
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US FOR

A one-on-one expert call with a Smartphone App Market analyst for




A personal 15-30 min. consultation
Questions and answers about our research
Matching your needs with our research services

Contact our Senior Analyst Egle Mikalajunaite
email:
em@research2guidance.com
phone:
+49 30 609893366
Service and press inquiries




Support for articles
Background information on reports
Custom made services and bespoke projects

Contact our Research Director Ralf-Gordon Jahns
email:
rgj@research2guidance.com
phone:
+49 30 609893366
Direct web-shop access to our reports and PPTs




Browse our research products
Download immediately
Easy payment (VISA; Master Card; PayPal)

Visit www.research2guidance.com/shop
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